A central enigma of transcriptional regulation is how the normally efficient transcription elongation complex stops at pause and termination signals. One possibility, raised by the discovery that RNA polymerase sometimes contracts its DNA footprint, is that discontinuous movements contribute to recognizing these signals. We report that E. coli RNA polymerase responds to sequences immediately downstream and upstream from the his leader pause site by changing neither its downstream DNA contact nor its upstream RNA contact for 8 bp preceding the pause. This compressed complex isomerizes to a paused conformation by an -10 bp jump of its downstream DNA contact and simultaneous extrusion of an RNA hairpin that stabilizes the paused conformation. We suggest pausing and termination could be alternative outcomes of a similar isomerization that depend on the strength of contacts to 3'-proximal RNA remaining after the jump.
Introduction
Pause and termination signals regulate transcription in both bacteria and eukaryotes (Landick and Yanofsky, 1987a; Landick and Turnbough, 1992; Wright, 1993; Kane, 1994) . By halting RNA polymerase temporarily at critical locations within a transcriptional unit, pausing provides a window of opportunity for trans-acting factors to alter RNA synthesis or metabolism by interacting with the poised polymerase, or with a nascent RNA structure that may exist only transiently. These factors include ribosomes in bacteria and termination factors, antitermination factors, antisense RNAs, and possibly splicing factors in eukaryotes. In the leader regions of some amino acid biosynthetic operons in enteric bacteria, for instance, pausing synchronizes attenuation by delaying transcription of the attenuator until a ribosome begins synthesis of the leader peptide (e.g., the Escherichia coli trp and Salmonella typhimurium his operons; Landick and Turnbough, 1992 , and references therein). Release of the paused polymerase by the translating ribosome ensures that polymerase syn- thesizes the RNA segments that compete to form the terminator or antiterminator structures just as the ribosome arrives at the leader peptide control codons.
The his and trp leader pause signals consist of four discrete components: a pause RNA hairpin that forms 10 or 11 nt from the transcript 3' end; the RNA or DNA between the pause hairpin and transcript 3' end (termed the 3'-proximal region); the bases on the incoming NTP and at the RNA 3' end; an -14 bp region of duplex DNA downstream from the active site (Lee et al., 1990; Landick, 1993, 1994) . These pause signals bear superficial resemblance to p-independent terminators (Richardson, 1993 , and references therein), which also require nascent RNA hairpin structures and can be affected by DNA sequences downstream from the site of transcript release (Telesnitsky and Chamberlin, 1989; Reynolds and Chamberlin, 1992) . p-Independent terminators differ chiefly by separation of the hairpin from the release site by 7-9 nt (instead of the 10 or 11 nt spacing at these pause sites) and the presence of tandem uridines (at least three and often seven to eight) in the RNA encoded by the 3'-proximal region. As yet, no detailed explanations exist for how the multicomponent pause signals halt the transcribing RNA polymerase, why pausing occurs after some RNA structures but not others, and why some sites favor pausing and others termination. Whatever the mechanism, pausing requires interrupting an extraordinarily efficient and stable machine: RNA polymerase can transcribe accurately at up to 80 ntis over tens of kilobase pairs without releasing the DNA or RNA chains (Vogel and Jensen, 1994) and is resistant to dissociation even when overtaken by the replication machinery (Lui et al., 1994) .
Recent findings have raised the intriguing possibility, which we address in this report, that pausing might depend on discontinuous movements of RNA polymerase along the DNA and RNA chains . Near at least some promoters in vitro, RNA polymerase transcribes in an inchworm-like cycle that differs significantly from monotonic (1 bp at a time) translocation of a rigid molecular structure along the D NA (Chamberlin, 1994 ; see also Borukhov et al., 1993; Das, 1993; Chan and Landick, 1994; Zaychikov et al., 1995) . Discontinuous movement occurs when the downstream edge of the footprint of RNA polymerase on the DNA remains fixed for up to ten rounds of nucleotide addition, while the upstream edge of the footprint slides forward (Krummel and Chamberlin, 1992b) . In cases examined to date, this appears to be accompanied by extension of the RNA chain within the transcription complex, either by movement of the active site through a so-called loose RNA-binding channel or by looping of the new segment of RNA chain. Blocking passage of the RNA chain through a transcript-exit channel, accompanied by internal extension of the RNA chain, would explain several consequences of these discontinuous movements. First, sensitivity to GreB-stimulated hydrolytic removal of 3' pieces of RNA increases, as does the size of the fragments removed (from 2 to 10 or more nt; Surratt et al., 1991 (Chan and Landick, 1993) . The 3'-proximal mutant sequence corresponds to the wild-type T7 terminator 3'-proximal sequence, dsv3457 is a mutant T7 terminator downstream sequence with changes at bp 3, 4, 5, and 7 that reduce termination in vitro from 65% to 3% (Telesnitsky and Chamberlin, 1989 Chan and Landick, 1993) , these templates accurately mirrored the effects of mutations in the different pause signal components. Borukhov et al., 1993; Feng et al., 1994) . Second, the single-stranded transcription bubble enlarges from 12 to 19 or more melted bp (Lee and Landick, 1992; Chamberlin, 1994; Zaychikov et al., 1995) . Third, the likelihood of transcriptional arrest increases, possibly because the active site tends to slip backward along the RNA chain (Boru khov et al., 1993; Chamberlin, 1994; Lee et al., 1994) . Eventually, the compressed transcription complex relaxes back to its original dimensions by a forward jump of the downstream DNA contact and translocation of RNA through the exit channel, completing the inchworm-like cycle. Recently, Nudler et al. (1994) reported that RNA polymerase alternates monotonic movement in a relaxed conformation with occasional bouts of less dramatic inchworming once it moves more than 30 bp from the start site. These findings raise the possibility that discontinuous movements help trigger pausing and termination by interrupting efficient RNA chain elongation .
Results

Immobilized RNA Polymerase Recognized Wild-Type and Mutant Pause Signals Properly
To determine whether RNA polymerase moves through the his leader pause site discontinuously, we needed to halt transcription complexes at, preceding, or following the pause site. To accomplish this, we bound a modified RNA polymerase (containing hexahistidine appended to the C-terminus of the 13' subunit) to a solid support and positioned the enzyme at successive template positions by sequential rounds of limited transcription with different combinations of NTP substrates (see Experimental Procedures; Kashlev et al., 1993) . When RNA polymerase was halted first at +29 (A29 complexes; Figure 1B , lane 0), it yielded stable complexes that elongated to the pause region efficiently when incubated with all four NTPs ( Figure  1B , Time + NTPs). To test the roles of different pause signal components, we used four templates: one with a wild-type pause signal and three others on which the pause hairpin, the 3'-proximal region, orthe downstream DNAwere altered individually ( Figures 1A and 1B) . Destabilizing the pause hairpin with multiple base substitutions reduced pause half-life dramatically, whereas replacing the 3'-proximal region or downstream DNA with new sequences reduced both pause half-life and the fraction of complexes that actually paused (pause efficiency; Figures 1 B and 1C) . The mutant 3'-proximal region corresponds to the one present in the wild-type T7 Te terminator, whereas the mutant downstream sequence corresponds to one found previously to reduce greatly the efficiency of the T7 Te terminator in vitro (Telesnitsky and Chamberlin, 1989) . The dramatic reduction in pausing with a wild-type terminator 3'-proximal sequence and a defective terminator downstream sequence suggests that the sequence requirements for pausing and termination may differ in the 3'-proximal region, but possibly not in the downstream DNA.
RNA Polymerase Moved Through the his Leader Pause Site Discontinuously
Exon u clease III (exo III), a p rocessive, double strand-specific, 3'--,5' exonuclease, has been used extensively to detect the boundaries of RNA polymerase on DNA (Landick and Yanofsky, 1987b; Metzger et al., 1989; Nudler et al., 1994) . Exo III has an advantage over DNase I and free radical footprinting in that it yields discrete bound- Figure 1 ), complexes were incubated with subsets of NTPs to move them stepwise (lanes 1-6; see Experimental Procedures) to G69 (the -2 complex). -2 complexes were extended by addition of CTP to -1 (lane 8) and then UTP to the pause at U71 (lane 10). The -2, -1, and paused complexes were incubated with 200 ~M NTPs before (lanes 7, 9, and 11) and after digestion with exo III (lanes 12-26). RNA samples removed after exo Ill digestion but before addition of NTPs were indistinguishable from the undigested controls (data not shown). The percentages of complexes capable of resuming elongation (see Experimental Procedures) are indicated above each lane. RNAs formed upon extension of the halted complexes were heterogeneous due to exo III digestion of the DNA and migrated above the region of the gel shown. (C) Exo Ill reactions. Transcription complexes located at -2, -1, or the pause site were digested with exo III under increasingly stringent conditions (3 or 10 U/~I at 25°C; 1, 3, or 10 U/~I at 37°C), and the protected DNA fragments were separated by denaturing gel electrophoresis. The lanes are aligned directly below the corresponding RNA samples in Figure 2B . Bases on the left correspond to the nucleotide present at the 3' end of the nontranscribed strand fragment protected from exo Ill, numbered relative to the transcription start site ( Figure  1 ). Diagram on the right illustrates RNA polymerase positions that could explain the observed exo Ill stops (see Figure 2A ).
aries. To examine how RNA polymerase approaches the pause site, we prepared halted transcription complexes on 5' 32P-labeled DNA fragments carrying the T7 A1 promoter-his leader fusion ( Figure 1 ) and digested them with exo III (Figure 2A ). To simplify description of results, we identify each complex by the position of its RNA 3' end relative to the pause site at U71 (e.g., the -2 complex contains G69 RNA; Figure 1A ). We describe the exo III boundary by its distance from the active site in a given complex ( Figure 2A ); U-A and A-D are the distances from the upstream (U) edge of RNA polymerase to the active site (A) and from A to the downstream (D) edge of RNA polymerase, respectively. Previous experiments revealed two distinct boundaries to exo III digestion at the downstream edge of the trp leader paused complex, separated by 6 bp . Therefore, we first tested different exo Ill conditions on transcription complexes poised 2 bp preceding, 1 bp preceding, or at the his leader pause site. We prepared -2 complexes from [32P]GMP-labeled A29 complexes by seven rounds of limited transcription ( Figure 2B , lanes 1-6) and then elongated these complexes stepwise to the pause at U71 by addition of CMP to yield -1 complexes (lane 8) and of UMP to yield paused complexes (lane 10).
After exo III treatment, -4 5 % of the -2 complexes remained active in all but the most severe conditions ( Figure  2B ). This is typical of a complex near the end of an inchworm contraction (Nudler et al., 1994) . In contrast, the activity of the paused complex was unaffected by exo Ill digestion, whereas the activity of the -1 complex decreased from 9 0 0 to 3 0 o at increasingly severe exo III conditions ( Figure 2B ). 32p at the 5' end of the nontranscribed DNA strand in these complexes allowed us to locate the downstream edge of RNA polymerase by exo Ill digestion. In the -2 complex, A-D was -1 0 bp (A = G69, D = A79; Figure  2C ), As RNA polymerase moved from -2 to the pause at U71, its downstream edge jumped forward by -1 0 bp. This increased A-D to -18 bp, which is typical of"relaxed" complexes (Nudler et al., 1994) . However, both the position at which the jump was observed (-1 or pause) and the A-D distance in the paused complex (16 or 18 bp) depended on exo III conditions ( Figure 2C ). These differences may reflect temperature sensitivity of downstream DNA contacts between +10 and +19 in the -1 complex. At 37°C, 1 U of exo III/p.I digested most (but not all) -1 complexes to -+ 1 2 , whereas at 25°C, even 10 U of exo III/t~l could not penetrate the +17 boundary. Thus, formation of the paused complex appears to be accompanied by an -1 0 bp forward jump of the downstream edge of RNA polymerase on the DNA. Partial appearance of the jump in the -1 complex agrees with a previous observation of weak pausing at -1 (Chan and Landick, 1989 ). In the -1 complex, the extended DNA contacts must be only partially stable, so that exo III is able to either push a part of the enzyme back along the DNA, displace it, or advance when it releases temporarily.
Using conditions sensitive to both downstream boundaries in the -1 complex, we next determined how U-A ( Figure 3A ) and A-D ( Figure 3B ) changed as RNA polymerase approached and escaped the pause. In the -1 3 complex, A-D was -11 bp. As polymerase moved to -8, A-D increased to 16 bp. From -8 to -2, except for a minor fluctuation at -6, the downstream boundary of RNA polymerase remained constant, causing A-D to decrease to 10 bp. After the jump forward in the -1 and paused complexes, the downstream edge actually retreated in the AGUc +2 complex to a heterogeneous set of positions between A83 and G89 (A-D = 10-16 bp) and then resolidified at G89 in the +4 and +6 complexes, suggesting that a new inchworm cycle had begun. Movement of the upstream boundary was more uniform over the pause region, usually maintaining an U -A distance of 14-15 bp. However, in the -4 , -3 , and -2 complexes, the upstream boundary stopped moving and U-A increased to 18 bp at -2 ( Figures 3A and 3C) , also consistent with discontinuous movement prior to formation of the paused complex.
Changes in the Distinct Components of the Pause Signal Affect Discontinuous Movements Differently
To test the possible role of different pause signal components in these discontinuous movements, we next determined the exo III footprints on the mutant templates (see Figure 1) . None of these changes altered the upstream exo III boundaries in the transcription complexes we examined (primary data not shown; see Figure 6 ). However, the downstream boundaries of complexes changed dramatically at and, in two cases, preceding the pause site. When the pause hairpin was mutated, the downstream boundaries of complexes preceding the pause were nearly identi-cal to wild type ( Figure 3D ). However, in the paused complex itself, exo III readily digested past G89 to A83, reducing A-D to 12 bp, instead of the wild-type 18 bp. This suggests that the pause RNA hairpin stabilizes forward extension of the downstream DNA contacts in the paused complex.
When the his pause 3'-proximal region was replaced with one from the wild-type T7 Te terminator, movement of the downstream boundary changed in two important ways. First, it locked 3-4 bp further upstream in the -8 complex ( Figure 3E) . Second, the downstream boundary began moving forward again in the -4 complex, rather than remaining locked until the -1 complex. A forward jump was still evident in the paused complex, but exo Ill digested past it more readily.
When the downstream DNA sequence was changed to one that abrogated termination at the T7 terminator, the forward jump at the pause site almost disappeared ( Figure  3F ). Although the downstream edge of polymerase still locked in the -8 complex, A-D was 2 bp greater than wild type. The small jump that occurred at the pause was only 3-4 bp, rather than the 10 bp jump observed for wild type.
We conclude that the pause RNA hairpin stabilizes a paused conformation in which RNA polymerase maintains strong contact to DNA 18 bp downstream. The contraction of polymerase contacts as the enzyme approaches the pause site and the jump forward at the site are controlled principally by the downstream DNA and, at least for the sequence from the T7 terminator, the 3'-proximal region (see Discussion). The effects of a wild-type terminator 3'-proximal region and a mutant terminator downstream sequence on the discontinuous movements of RNA polymerase suggest they may also occur at p-independent terminators.
RNase Vl Cleaves an Ordered Segment of RNA Near the Point It Exits the Transcription Complex
To determine how contacts between RNA polymerase and the nascent RNA change near the pause site, we next examined sensitivity of the transcript to RNase V1. RNase V1 is specific for an ordered backbone conformation of three to six sugar phosphates in RNA (Lowman and Draper, 1986) . To detect 3'-proximal RNA fragments protected from RNase V1 cleavage within the transcription complex, we incorporated a single, 3'-term inal [~-32P]NM P (see Experimental Procedures) . In all complexes we tested, RNase V1 cut at a series of seven to nine adjacent nucleotides centered, depending on the complex, -18 nt to -25 nt from the RNA 3' end. Cleavage at these sites did not prevent extension of the RNA chain when NTPs were provided (e.g., Figure 4A , lanes C). In some transcription complexes, these sites of RNase Vl cleavage shifted forward 1 nt for every nucleotide added to the RNA, yielding constant-sized bands centered -18 nt from the RNA 3' end (data not shown). However, in the -6 to -2 complexes (and others not shown), the positions of RNase V1 cleavage remained fixed along the nascent RNA chain, and the sizes of the protected fragments increased 1 nt for every nucleotide added to the RNA (Vl bands, Figures 4A and  6 ). These results suggest that RNase Vl recognizes an ordered region of the nascent RNA chain, independent of its sequence. Apparently, interaction of the RNA with polymerase near the exit point of the chain forces it into a regular, stacked, and solvent-exposed conformation either just before or after it exits the transcription complex. The increasing size of the protected RNA fragments in the -6 to -1 complexes suggests that, as the polymerase footprint on DNA contracts during approach to the pause site, the RNA chain is extended internally without movement through the exit channel.
GreB-Induced Cleavage of the Nascent Transcript Also Suggests Discontinuous Movement of the RNA Chain as Polymerase Approaches the Pause Site
To test this idea, we examined the susceptibility of complexes to GreB-induced RNA cleavage (see Introduction). As RNA polymerase moved from -6 to -1, both sensitivity to GreB and the amount of RNA removed upon cleavage increased ( Figure 4B ). This is consistent with a cycle of discontinuous RNA synthesis in the so-called loose RNAbinding site, since GreB has been inferred previously to induce cutting at the junction of the loose site and the exit channel (Nudler et al., 1994) . At -1 and the pause site, the transcription complex became almost completely resistant to GreB-induced transcript cleavage, suggesting that the RNA chain moved through the complex to a location no longer accessible to GreB.
The Pause Hairpin Forms in Concert with Isomerization of the Transcription Complex at or Just Before the Pause Site
The switch to GreB resistance ( Figure 4B ) and the jump in downstream DNA contacts ( Figure 3B ) at -1 and the pause coincided with a dramatic increase in the size of the major RNase Vl-protected fragments to -36 nt (V1 *, Figure 4A ). A likely explanation is that this reflects formation of the pause RNA hairpin in concert with the forward jump of RNA polymerase, since addition of the 18 nt pause hairpin to the -18 nt fragment protected from RNase V1 in relaxed complexes would yield an -36 nt protected fragment. Three results strongly support this view. First, when we digested complexes with RNase T1, it cleaved both G46 within the 5' stem of the hairpin (S, Figure 5 ) and G51 within the loop (L, Figure 5 ) in complexes from -6 to -2, but became highly specific for G51 at -1 and the pause. This appears to reflect protection of G46, rather than failure to detect its digestion due to rapid cutting at G51, since a Tl-cut site further upstream in the RNA remained detectable (5', Figure 5 ). Similar sensitivity of a loop G was observed previously in the trp paused transcription complex (Landick and Yanofsky, 1987b ) and appears to reflect formation of the pause RNA structure. Second, when the pause hairpin was destabilized by substituting inosine for G46, G51, G59, and G60, the RNase V1 digestion patterns in the -6 to -2 complexes were unchanged, but the -36 cleavages disappeared in the -1 and paused complexes (data not shown). Third, when we tested the RNase V1 sensitivity of complexes formed on the multisubstituted hairpin template (see Figure 1) , the "5~/T 1 5~-/T1 8, 12 , and 16). Sensitive sites were mapped by comparison to reactions on gel-purified free RNAs (data not shown) and are indicated by arrows: 5', cleavage after G18; (S)tem, cleavage after G46; (L)oop, cleavage after G51. Other bands arise from cleavage of contaminating species (incLuding weak triplet near S in lanes 14 and 15), from additional cleavage after G69 (lanes 10 and 11), or possibly by chain extension with contaminating NTPs in the carrier tRNA (lanes 6 and 7).
-3 6 cleavages also were not observed and the --1 9 cleavages moved along the RNA chain in the -6 to -1 complexes ( Figure 6 ). The effect of RNase V1 on the other two mutant templates ( Figure 6 ) also is consistent with this interpretation. On the 3'-proximal mutant template, the positions of Vl cleavage began moving along the RNA chain when the downstream edge of polymerase began moving in the -4 complex, even though the hairpin structure itself was not changed. On the downstream mutant template, the Vl digestion pattern was largely unchanged, but the -3 6 cleavages first appeared in the -2 complex, rather than the -1 complex, perhaps because further extension of the downstream contact allowed extrusion of the hairpin structure sooner.
Discussion
Our results establish that formation of the his leader paused transcription complex involves substantial discon- tinuous changes in both RNA and DNA contacts (summarized in Figure 6 ) as RNA polymerase approaches the pause site. These movements of RNA polymerase at the pause site closely resemble behavior observed previously during synthesis of the initial 30 nt of an RNA chain (Krummel and Chamberlin, 1992b; Borukhov et al., 1993; Chainberlin, 1994; Zaychikov et al., 1995) . As the enzyme advances from -8 to -1 bp preceding the pause, its downstream edge remains anchored on the DNA, causing the A-D distance to shrink from -16 to -8 bp. At these positions, the nascent RNA remains locked in the exit channel, but the upstream edge of polymerase moves along the DNA roughly in step with the active site. At or 1 bp before the pause site, the complex rearranges by extrusion of the nascent RNA into a pause hairpin structure and an 8-10 bp jump in the downstream DNA contact. Changes in either the 3'-proximal region or the downstream DNA that inhibit pausing alter the pattern of discontinuous movements on both the RNA and DNA as RNA polymerase approaches the pause site, whereas destabilizing the pause hairpin structure weakens the new downstream DNA contacts in the paused complex itself (Figure 3) .
A Model for Pause Site Recognition
To interpret these findings, consider the following version of the "inchworm" model of transcription as proposed by Chamberlin (1994) . RNA polymerase contacts the DNA in separate sites on either side of the transcription bubble and channels the RNA away from the active site in a tran- script-binding channel ( Figure 7 ). As polymerase approaches the pause site, interactions with the downstream DNA and possibly the 3'-proximal region stop movement of the downstream DNA duplex and the nascent transcript through the enzyme. Polymerase then extends the RNA chain internally, either by slippage of one subunit past the other, shifting of domains within the enzyme, or looping of RNA and DNA away from the enzyme surface. Upon reaching the pause site, polymerase either escapes by chain extension, or isomerizes to a paused conformation by extrusion of the pause hairpin and an -10 bp forward jump of its downstream DNA contacts. Competition between two forms of the transcription complex at the pause site is a key feature of the model. A variable fraction of transcription complexes escapes pause sites without entering a paused conformation (Figure 1 ; Chan and Landick, 1994 , and references therein). In the model, pause efficiency is determined by kinetic competition between chain elongation and formation of the paused conformation. Energetically, this isomerization may require the initial formation of the compressed complex.
The similarity of the +2 complex DNA footprint to the compressed -1 complex (Figure 3) suggests the paused conformation may be unreactive and that escape may occur by isomerization back to the compressed conformation. However, if this is the same as the complex that first arrives at the pause, mutiple cycles between the paused and nonpaused conformations would be required to produce efficient pausing. Distinguishing the two paths of pause site escape shown in Figure 7 will require additional study.
Although a simple view would be that the transcription complex assumes a single conformation at most template positions and competing paused and nonpaused conformations at the pause site, multiple conformations also might exist at other positions. The multiple exo Ill stops observed at the downstream border of the -8 to -1 complexes ( Figure 3B ) could result from such conformational heterogeneity and, perhaps, reflect partitioning of transcription complexes among intermediates in different "phases" of a discontinuous cycle during chain elongation. The greater apparent homogeneity of the pause and +4 complexes ( Figure 3B ) is consistent with the idea, described in detail elsewhere , that the pause signal might"rephase" these different conformations to ensure polymerase reaches the termination signal of the attenuator in a conformation optimal for efficient recognition. Since paused complex formation also appears to require particular conformations of the arriving polymerase, a change in phasing when we deleted a portion of the his leader sequence to create the A29-forming template also might explain its reduced pause efficiency (see legend to Figure 1C ).
Much further study will be required to test these ideas, since it is currently unclear what the energetic barriers to interconversion of different conformations might be, how many kinetic pathways for elongation might be possible if multiple conformations are not in equilibrium, and to what degree might halting the transcription complex change its conformation (see discussion in Krummel and Chamberlin, 1992a) . Further, discontinuous movements of the RNA and DNA chains may not always be coupled. For instance, base changes that we used to eliminate the potential for pause hairpin formation appeared to unlock passage of the RNA through the exit channel without affecting the discontinuous movement of the DNA (Figure 6 ).
Concerted Effects of Distinct RNA Polymerase Contacts Determine Pause Site Recognition
In this model of pausing, three different components of the his leader pause signal play critical roles: the pause RNA hairpin, the 3'-proximal region, and the downstream DNA duplex. The latter two influence discontinuous movements that precede the pause, whereas the pause hairpin appears to stabilize the paused complex, once it forms. We will discuss each separately. A fourth component, alignment of bases in the active site, probably affects the geometry of nucleotide addition Landick, 1993, 1994) , but its possible effects on discontinuous movements have not yet been tested. These ideas also may apply to other pause sites that involve RNA structures and those that do not (see Levin and Chamberlin, 1987; Chan and Landick, 1994; Ring and Roberts, 1994 ; see also references therein), if discontinuous movements also precede them. The Pause RNA Hairpin The his leader pause hairpin inhibits elongation exclusively at the pause site (and -1), apparently by ionic interaction of its phosphate backbone with RNA polymerase . The effect of the hairpin is sen-sitive to certain anions (e.g., CI-), but not to changes in the base sequence of the stem or loop (Chan and Landick, 1993; C. L. C. and R. L., unpublished data) . We report here that the pause hairpin forms in concert with the paused complex and stabilizes forward extension of contacts to the downstream DNA duplex in the paused complex. By stabilizing the paused conformation, the pause hairpin could slow its isomerization back to the elongationcompetent form, a prediction consistent with the observation that mutating the hairpin reduced the half-life, but not the efficiency of pausing (Figure 1) . The pause hairpin also could block nucleotide addition in the paused complex by the following means: pulling the nascent RNA chain through the exit channel so that the 3' end is removed or misaligned in the active site ( Figure 7) ; sterically blocking NTP binding; allosterically moving key active site residues. identifying the site of pause hairpin interaction on RNA polymerase is an immediate goal of our research. The 3'.Proximal Region The 3'-proximal region, through RNA polymerase contacts to either the nascent RNA, the template DNA strand, or the nontranscribed DNA strand, affects both pause halflife and efficiency (Figure 1 ; Chan and Landick, 1993) . Effects on half-life could result from influencing alignment of the paused RNA in the active site, whereas effects on efficiency probably reflect influence on discontinuous movements as RNA polymerase approaches the pause site ( Figure 6 ). Replacement with the T7 terminator 3" proximal region caused discontinuous movement to begin, but then return to monotonic transcription at exactly the position termination occurs at the T7 terminator. Thus, the terminator 3'-proximal region may play a dominant role in directing discontinuous movements that could facilitate p-independent termination. However, the role of the 3'-proximal region in discontinuous movement at the wildtype pause site is unclear. We observed normal RNA and DNA movements and pausing (data not shown) when we replaced the his pause 3'-proximal region with a sequence shown elsewhere to support monotonic transcription (5'-AATCGACACC; Nudler et al., 1994) . The Downstream DNA Changes to the downstream DNA duplex also affect both pause half-life and efficiency (Figure 1 ; Lee and Landick, 1992; C. L. C. and R. L., unpublished data) . By locking the downstream edge of RNA polymerase 2 bp further downstream, allowing extrusion of the pause RNA hairpin 1 bp earlier, and nearly eliminating formation of new downstream DNA contacts in the paused complex ( Figure 3D ), the mutant downstream sequence probably prevents RNA polymerase from reaching the conformation necessary for efficient isomerization to the paused complex. Since this sequence also abrogates termination (Telesnitsky and Chamberlin, 1989) , it seems likely the downstream region plays similar roles in both pausing and termination. It could influence either passage of the DNA duplex through its entry channel (Figure 7 ) or binding and release of one or more domain(s) of RNA polymerase at different steps in elongation (see Zaychikov et al., 1995) . In the latter view, the jump forward of the downstream contact would occur when a domain bound again to the DNA duplex.
Discontinuous Movements Also Could Control Both Termination and Antitermination
Simple extensions of these ideas potentially explain both p-independent termination and transcriptional antitermination. Replacement of the his pause 3'-proximal region with one from the T7 teminator altered the discontinuous movements of RNA and DNA and allowed the downstream contact to release precisely at the position termination normally would ensue (Figure 6 ). If, as this result suggests, discontinuous jumps in DNA and RNA contacts also occur at p-independent terminators, then the tandem uridines and the shorter distance between the hairpin and RNA 3' end (7-9 nt, rather than 11 nt at the his pause) may reduce the stability of the rearranged complex and cause termination ( Figure 7B ). In accord with this view, base changes upstream of the his pause hairpin that extend it 2 bp further into the 3'-proximal region and leave only 9 nt to the 3' end cause modest termination at the pause site in 500 mM KCI (C. L. C. and R. L., unpublished data). However, efficient termination probably depends on concerted effects of the components of terminators that are analogous to, but distinct from, those at the pause site, since neither change to the his pause site described above produced strong termination. For instance, the terminator hairpin may form prior to reaching the termination site (D. W., unpublished data), further destabilizing the complex.
Regardless of the precise mechanistic differences between pausing and termination, a common requirement for discontinuous movement suggests that antitermination might be accomplished by blocking the discontinuous movements. Antitermination caused by the ;~ N or Q proteins overrides both pause and termination signals (Yang and Roberts, 1989; Mason et al., 1992) . Binding of these proteins and associated factors could lock polymerase in a"monotonic" conformation (i.e., prevent the compression depicted in Figure 7 ), thereby strongly inhibiting recognition of both pausing and termination. These ideas may also be relevant to transcript elongation by RNA polymerase II, which appears to form both elongation-competent and elongation-incompetent transcription complexes (Wright, 1993; Kane, 1994) . Association of proteins that direct efficient elongation, such as HIV Tat and associated factors, might do so by restricting RNA polymerase to continuous, monotonic movements on the RNA and DNA, thereby preventing recognition of pause, arrest, and termination sites and assuring synthesis of long mRNA precursors.
These ideas offer the compelling prospect of advancing understanding of the control of transcript elongation to a new level of mechanistic detail. Much more work will be necessary, however both to test these ideas and to determine the physical basis of the discontinuous movements. The approach described here offers a starting point. It must now be extended to a large number of different regulatory sites before general principles can be deduced.
Experimental Procedures
Sources of Proteins and DNAs
His-tagged RNA polymerase was prepared from a strain (RL6O2, rpoC(Am) supD43, 74(Ts); WeUbaecher et aL, 1994) carrying a derivative (pRL663) of the ~' subunit expression plasmid pRW308 (Well-baecher etal., 1994) , in which the sequence 5'-GAGCTCGAGGTG-CACCATCACCATCACCAT, encoding ELEVHHHHHH, was inserted directly preceding the rpoC stop codon by PCR mutagenesis. RNA polymerase was purified from log phase cells induced with 0.5 mM IPTG by PEI precipitation, heparin-agarose chromatography, and FPLC on Mono Q (Chamberlin etal., 1983; Hager etal., 1990 ; see also references therein). GreB was purified essentially as described by Borukhov etal. (1993) from cells carrying an expression plasmid (pGF296) similar to that described elsewhere for GreA . pCL102 is derived from pRL418 (Chan and Landick, 1989) and encodes a fusion between G18 following the T7 A1 promoter and A50 of the wild-type S. typhimurium his leader region. Variants of pCL102 containing changes in the components of the pause signal ( Figure 1) were prepared by PCR mutagenesis with appropriate synthetic oligonucleotides.
DNA templates were prepared from pCL102 and derivatives by PCR amplification with primers that hybridized upstream and downstream from the promoter-leader segment: 947, 5'-GAGAGACAACTTAAA-GAGAC (-98 from the transcription start site); 1452, 5'-GGCTTTCTCA-TGCGTTCATGC (132 bp downstream); or 645, 5'-CAGTTCCCTACTC-TCGCATG (444 bp downstream).
In Vitro Transcription Reactions
To immobilize RNA polymerase, 2.5 pmol of His6-tagged RNA polymerase was incubated with 50 p.I of NF+-NTA-agarose beads (Qiagen) at -23°C for 15 min in 100 I~1 of transcription buffer (TB; 20 mM Trisacetate [pH 8.0], 20 mM MgCI2, 20 m M NaCI, 7 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 20/0 [v/v] glycerol, 25 ~.g of acetylated BSA/ml) and then washed three times with 1.5 ml of cold wash buffer (WB; TS plus 200 mM NaCI) and 1.5 ml of cold TB. A29 complexes were generated by preincubation with 7.5 pmol of DNA template for 7 min at 37°C, followed by incubation for 15 min at -23°C with 200 ~,M ApU, 5 ~M ATP, 5 ~.M CTP, 2.5 pM GTP, and 0.2 ~M [~-32P]GTP (Amersham, 3000 Ci/mmol). After washing with cold WB and cold TB (1.5 ml, five times each) and then resuspending in 100 ~1 of TB, the halted complexes were extended by incubation with a subset of NTPs (5 p.M each) for 5 rain at -23°C, washing two times with 1.5 ml of cold WB and four times with 1.5 ml of cold TB and repeating these steps until the desired complexes were obtained.
Exo III Reactions
DNA templates for exo III footprinting were prepared by PCR with either the upstream or the downstream primer 5' 32p labeled (-0.5 ~Ci/pmol DNA). Templates were purified by electrophoresis through a 50/o polyacrylamide (PA; 19:1 acrylamide:bisacrylamide) gel in 1 x TBE (89 mM Tris-borate [pH 8.3], 2.5 mM EDTA), eluted from the gel slice in 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.9), 1 mM EDTA, 1% SDS, and precipitated with 2.5 vol of ethanol. The labeled DNA template was added to immobilized RNA polymerase and transcribed as described above. Samples were withdrawn at desired points, resuspended in 10 p.I of 10 mM MgCI2, 100 mM KCI, prewarmed to 25°C or 37°C, and incubated for 5 rain after addition of exo III (New England Biolabs). Samples were either combined immediately with 20 ~1 of phenol:CHCI3 (1:1), or first washed to remove exo III and incubated at 25°C for 10 min with 200 ~M each NTP. After addition of 50 ~1 of 10 mM Tris-HCI (pH 7.9), 1 mM EDTA, 0.5 M ammonium acetate, 1% SDS, 0.1 mg of yeast RNNml, the aqueous phase was recovered, precipitated with 2.5 vol of ethanol, dried, and dissolved in 80% formamide (v/v) loading buffer. Samples were electrophoresed through 5% (for downstream edge contacts) or 8% (for upstream edge contacts) PA 7 M urea, 1 x TBE gels along with appropriate chemical cleavage markers (Maxam and Gilbert, 1960) .
The fraction of RNA transcripts that could resume elongation after exo III digestion ( Figure 2B ) was calculated from a phosphorimager scan of the gel as (RNA remaining after chase)/(unchased RNA), after normalizing each for the total RNA present in the lane.
Ribonuclease V1 Reactions
Transcription complexes for RNase V1 (Pharmacia) digestion experiments were prepared as described above and RNA 3'-end labeled by incorporation of a single [~-32P]NTP (Amersham or New England Nuclear). In a typical reaction, 40-60 ~1 of transcription complexes plus 0.15 mg of tRNA/ml was incubated with 5 U of RNase Vl/mi at 37°C. Samples (10 p.I) were removed and either combined immediately with 25 ~1 of phenohCHCI3, or incubated first at 37°C for 10 rain with 150 ~.M each NTP. After combining with 50 ~.1 of 1% SDS, 0.1 mg of yeast RNA/ml, samples were processed as described above and electrophoresed through a 15% PA, 8 M urea, 1 x TBE gel.
GreB-Induced Cleavage Reactions
Transcription complexes for GreB reactions were 5"end labeled by incorporation of [c~-~2P]GMP during formation of the A29 complex. Samples (10 :~1) were incubated with different concentrations of GreB (see legend to Figure 4) for 10 min at -23°C, combined with 10 ~1 of 2 x TBE, 8 M urea, 0.25% (w/v) each XC and BPB, and electrophoresed through a 15% PA, 7 M urea, 1 x TBE gel.
